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Summary
A floodplain restoration scheme (Lower Otter Restoration Project, or LORP) is proposed for the lower Otter
valley near Budleigh Salterton in Devon. The scheme is designed to:


Restore the Lower Otter Estuary to a hydrodynamically more natural state by allowing tidal inundation
of areas that were embanked in the early 19th Century



Provide compensation for losses of intertidal habitat associated with coastal defence works in the Exe
Estuary.

The LORP would involve increased tidal inundation of the lower Otter valley, and there is concern that this
could lead to an increase in salinity in groundwater in the underlying bedrock aquifer (Triassic Otter Sandstone
Formation), potentially affecting South West Water’s Otterton abstraction boreholes, which are used for public
supply. In the standard “Source – Pathway – Receptor” framework, the LORP area represents a source of
salinity, the boreholes are receptors and groundwater flow potentially provides a pathway connecting the
source to the receptors.
Since 2018, Stantec (formerly ESI) has supported Jacobs (formerly CH2M) in an investigation of the potential
for the LORP to result in salinisation of groundwater and potentially also of the Otterton boreholes. Following
some initial scoping calculations (Phase 1 of the project), numerical groundwater modelling was used to
simulate one-dimensional vertical mixing between saline water in the LORP area and the underlying “fresh”
groundwater (Phases 1A and 1B). These one-dimensional mixing calculations effectively determined the
salinity at the source. This report presents additional modelling (Phase 1C) undertaken using the Environment
Agency’s Otter Groundwater Model (OGM). This latest modelling represents groundwater flow in 3D and
focusses on the pathway between the LORP area and the Otterton boreholes. More specifically, it focusses
on the volumetric contributions that different parts of the LORP area are likely to make to the total volume of
water abstracted from the Otterton boreholes, and the implications of this for salinity of groundwater extracted
at the boreholes themselves.
The Phase 1C modelling results suggest the following:


Little Marsh is the only part of the LORP area making a significant contribution of groundwater to the
Otterton boreholes (Little Marsh is the northernmost part of the LORP area, closest to the boreholes).



Of the Otterton boreholes, BH1A is more susceptible to salinisation than BH4.



The LORP could give rise to a salinity change at the boreholes, but the modelling suggests that this
would only be significant in an unrealistic worst-case scenario involving fixing the inundation level at
spring high tide level for all time and assuming that the inundating water was 100% seawater.

Although the modelling suggests that the LORP is unlikely to result in a significant increase in salinity at the
Otterton boreholes, the results are subject to a degree of uncertainty. The OGM is necessarily a simplified
representation of the local hydrogeology, representing bulk groundwater flow through an equivalent
homogeneous porous medium. In reality, groundwater flow and solute transport may take place preferentially
along fractures, bedding planes and higher-permeability layers. If such pathways connect the LORP area to
the boreholes, then effects on salinity may be greater than simulated. For this reason, it is recommended that
consideration be given to monitoring and mitigation, and also to some additional ground investigation to reduce
uncertainty regarding the geological layering (and specifically the depths and properties of the superficial
deposits) in the most sensitive area, namely Little Marsh.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background

Since 2018, Stantec (formerly ESI) has supported Jacobs (formerly CH2M) in an investigation of the potential
for brackish water intrusion associated with increased tidal inundation resulting from the proposed Lower Otter
Restoration Project (LORP) in Devon (see Illustrations 1.1 and 1.2 for location). This work has involved
scoping calculations (Phase 1) and one-dimensional (1D) numerical modelling of the vertical mixing between
saline/brackish surface water and fresh groundwater (Phase 1A and 1B) (Stantec/ESI, 2018a and 2018b;
Stantec, 2019; Jacobs, 20192).
The 1D modelling (Stantec/ESI, 2018a and 2018b; Stantec, 2019) made use of groundwater and surface water
levels generated from the Environment Agency’s (EA’s) regional Otter Groundwater Model (OGM) (AMEC,
2013; Wood, 2019), as well as surface water levels from a MIKE21 model built by ABPmer to simulate the
hydrological effects of the LORP (ABPmer, 2018a, 2018b). The latest 1D modelling (Stantec, 2019), based
on the most recent version of the OGM (Wood, 2019), made available late September 2019, suggests that
saline/brackish water could penetrate into the ground beneath the tidally inundated LORP area. If there is a
pathway between this saline/brackish “source” and South West Water’s (SWW’s) public water supply
boreholes at Otterton, then the boreholes could potentially be at risk of salinisation. A natural next step in the
assessment is to consider in more detail the likely significance of the saline/brackish “source” within the wider
context of the capture zones for the Otterton boreholes. In the 2018-19 work, assessment of this aspect was
based on existing Source Protection Zones (SPZs) and on FlowSource3 contribution data (borehole capture
zones) relating to the older (2013) version of the OGM. Also, groundwater heads were derived from the original
OGM, with no allowance for groundwater mounding in response to increased recharge within the inundated
area following LORP completion.
Stantec/ESI (2018a, 2018b) and Stantec (2019) considered LORP inundation options known as Option 3 and
Option 3+ (Illustration 1.2). Since then a third option has been considered, involving constructing a tidal
exclusion barrier at Big Bank (Illustration 1.2), thereby largely excluding saline water from the northernmost
part of the LORP area, known as Little Marsh. However, this tidal exclusion barrier option is no longer
supported by the EA (see Appendix E for details).
This report focuses on using the updated OGM, and FlowSource, to obtain a more realistic idea of the likely
significance of saline/brackish penetration in the LORP area. The focus is on Option 3+, although the tidal
exclusion barrier option was also modelled and is included for completeness (see Appendix E). The precise
scope of work is described in Section 1.2. This new modelling work is Phase 1C of the project.
Illustration 1.3 shows how the Phase 1C modelling relates to the modelling undertaken in Phases 1A and 1B.
It uses the standard “Source – Pathway – Receptor” framework that is applied in studies of groundwater
contamination (e.g. Nathanail and Bardos, 2004). In this case, the contaminant is salt water, the source is the
LORP area and the receptors are the Otterton boreholes Groundwater flow potentially provides a pathway
between source and receptors. The modelling in Phases 1A and 1B focussed on the source, whereas the
Phase 1C modelling presented in this report focusses on the pathway.

2

Jacobs (2019) summarises much of the work undertaken in Phases 1 and 1A; it includes the technical reports by
Stantec/ESI and ABPmer, as well as a high-level summary.

3

The FlowSource program is documented in Black and Foley (2013). It is a software tool for post processing output from
MODFLOW models to calculate volume and proportion of water in every model cell that reaches a predefined destination,
thus illustrating flow pathway and source distribution.
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Contains Ordnance Survey data. © Crown copyright and database right 2020.

Illustration 1.1 Regional location map

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright
and database right 2020.
The upstream limit of saline water shown relates to a
high spring tide in October 2017 (Jacobs, 2019).
LM
Option 3 refers to a design option for the LORP.
Another option, Option 3+, contains certain
deliberate design features, but also has
characteristics that are expected to “evolve” naturally
from Option 3 over a period of about 5 years
(ABPmer, 2018a). In particular, the estuary mouth is
likely to become wider and deeper, allowing
increased tidal exchange between the estuary and
the sea. Option 3+ is the focus of this modelling
study.
Approximate position of Big Bank

1 km

LM = Little Marsh

Illustration 1.2 Otter Valley location map showing proposed tidal inundation area
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The 1D modelling of Phases 1A and 1B simulated the degree to which salt water could penetrate vertically
into the sandstone aquifer immediately beneath the LORP area, and also the timescale over which this
penetration might happen. It represented water level changes on a two-hourly timestep and so was able to
represent tidal variations, and the “ratcheting” effect in which successive tidal inundations lead to increasing
solute concentrations at depth. The 1D modelling simulated solute transport vertically downwards, allowing
for both advection (solute transport by bulk groundwater flow) and dispersion (diffusion and mixing effects).
In contrast, the Phase 1C modelling presented here represents the groundwater flow field in 3D and examines
the pathway between the LORP area and the boreholes. More specifically, it focusses on the volumetric
contributions that different parts of the LORP area are likely to make to the total volume of water abstracted
from the Otterton boreholes, and the implications of this for salinity at the boreholes themselves. As it uses
the OGM, the Phase 1C modelling is limited to monthly “time steps” (strictly “stress periods” in MODFLOW)
and so cannot represent short-term tidal fluctuations. Instead, the tidal inundation is represented using fixed
heads chosen to represent worst-case and more realistic scenarios. Only advective transport to the boreholes
is considered (no dispersion). Effectively, it is assumed that all the salinity present in the source area reaches
the boreholes (i.e. a steady state representation). The Phase 1C modelling is therefore more conservative
than the Phase 1A/1B modelling.
The Phase 1A/1B and Phase 1C modelling approaches complement each other. As well as presenting and
interpreting the results of Phase 1C, this report draws on the findings of Phase 1A/1B in order to provide a
complete picture of the Source – Pathway – Receptor linkage.

1.2

Scope

The scope of work is as follows:


Support Jacobs’ surface water modelling of the (no longer supported) tidal exclusion barrier option:
o





Extract stream flows from the existing OGM in order to inform Jacobs’ surface water modelling
of the tidal exclusion (Big Bank) barrier option. Use water levels simulated by the Jacobs
model to inform modelling of the option using the OGM (see Appendix E).

Use the OGM to simulate the likely effects of the LORP on patterns of groundwater flow to the Otterton
sources:
o

Modify the OGM so that the LORP inundated area is represented (replace selected
MODFLOW Stream cells with River cells, with river stage representing a constant - either
“average” or worst case - inundation level).

o

Run the model assuming Fully Licensed (FL) abstraction rates. Undertake three runs for
Option 3+ (and three for the tidal exclusion barrier option). The multiple runs are to explore
the sensitivity of the results to changes in assumed inundation level and in the assumed
permeability of the superficial deposits overlying the Otter Sandstone aquifer.

o

Use FlowSource to derive capture zones (and cell-by-cell “volume from” contributions) for the
Otterton boreholes under each of the scenarios.

Assess the likely implications of the altered flow patterns for salinity at the Otterton boreholes:
o

Calculate the fractional contribution of the LORP area to the Otterton abstraction under the
baseline situation (OGM FL scenario; LORP not in place) as well as under the LORP (Option
3+ and tidal exclusion barrier option).
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Using simple mixing calculations, estimate the potential effect of the LORP on salinity at the
Otterton boreholes.

Report the findings of the above as a concise Technical note, and also present the findings at two
teleconferences (one with the EA and one with SWW).

Structure of this report

Chapter 2 describes the numerical modelling, and Chapter 3 presents conclusions and recommendations.
Appendices provide technical details relating to the OGM river cell parameterisation (Appendix A), FlowSource
“volume from” maps (Appendix B), tabulated FlowSource results (Appendix C) and calculated salinity values
at the Otterton boreholes for the various model scenarios (Appendix D). Appendix E reports the modelling
undertaken of the tidal exclusion barrier option (including the Jacobs surface water modelling); as noted above,
this option is not now supported by the EA.
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2 Numerical modelling
2.1

Approach

The OGM consists of a runoff/recharge model constructed using the 4R code (Heathcote et al., 2004) and a
numerical groundwater model constructed using MODFLOW-96 (AMEC, 2013). As the focus of the new
modelling work was on water levels rather than flows, the 4R model was not modified. The MODFLOW model
has two layers (representing the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds and overlying Otter Sandstone) and is
divided, in plan view, into a regular grid of 50 m x 50 m cells. Some of these cells contain specified boundary
conditions defining hydraulic head and/or flow. Surface watercourses are represented by MODFLOW Stream
cells, which represent surface water levels and flows; such cells extend across the whole of the lower Otter
Valley within the model (Illustration 2.1).
The approach to representing the LORP within the OGM involved editing the boundary conditions within the
proposed LORP area. As stream flows were not a focus of the investigation, the most efficient way to do this
was to replace the MODFLOW Stream cells with River cells, which are broadly mathematically equivalent
head-dependent flow boundaries but are simpler to implement4. The area of replaced Stream cells5 is shown
in Illustration 2.2. The tidal inundation level was represented using MODFLOW River stage (level). A check
was carried out to make sure that the replacement of stream cells by river cells made little or no difference to
simulated heads in the vicinity of the Otterton boreholes.
As the OGM has coarser spatial and temporal discretisation (monthly stress periods and 50 m grid cells) than
the ABPmer surface water modelling (hourly stress periods and finer unstructured mesh), individual tidal cycles
could not be simulated and there was also a limit on the level of spatial detail that could be represented. The
approach adopted involved (i) dividing the LORP area into a number of spatial zones reflecting superficial
geology (see Section 2.2.2) and (ii) selecting a fixed inundation level for each zone. The zones were as follows
(see also Illustration 2.3):
Zone 1: Little Marsh (north of Big Bank)
Zone 2: Big Marsh North: outer limit of combined SPZ3 for the Otterton boreholes to Big Bank
Zone 3: Big Marsh North: South Farm Road (northern edge of tip/landfill) to outer SPZ3 limit
Zone 4: Big Marsh South and tip/landfill
An additional “override” zone was stamped on top of this basic scheme in order to represent the new course
of the Budleigh Brook (Illustration 2.3). This was to allow for the likely removal of low permeability cohesive
alluvium along the route of the channel (and consequent increase in hydraulic connectivity between the surface
and the Otter Sandstone aquifer).

4 MODFLOW Stream boundary cells represent stream flow routing (in-channel flow) as well as interaction with
groundwater. River boundary cells are similar but lack the routing element (a MODFLOW river has a defined stage but inchannel flow is not represented; the river is simply a head-dependent flow boundary for the groundwater system). The
amount of leakage from a Stream cell is limited by the flow into it whereas there is no limit to the potential leakage rate
from a River cell.
5 The MODFLOW Stream file was edited to remove Stream cells from the LORP area and also to re-number the remaining
Stream cells (as MODFLOW requires consecutive numbering). A new River file was then produced. Stream cells
representing the river Otter immediately to the east of the LORP area were also replaced by River cells. This avoided
leaving “severed” Stream cells downstream (i.e. a remnant of a once-wider routing network). The remaining stream flow
is routed to the edge of the area of new River cells, where it simply leaves the model area.
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Inundation levels for Option 3+ were based on the outputs of the ABPmer modelling for a typical spring-neap
cycle (as used in project Phases 1A and 1B). Two levels were used: a practical worst case (maximum)
inundation level and a 50th percentile level (level exceeded 50% of the time). The practical worst case was
taken as the peak tidal inundation level during a normal spring-neap cycle. Although this peak is lower than
the Highest Astronomical tide (HAT) and does not allow for sea level rise in response to climate change, it
remains a practical worst case. This is because the peak level was assumed to apply for all time whereas, in
reality, it would be in place for only a very small proportion of the tidal cycle. HAT levels are attained less
frequently than normal spring high tide and are less representative of the conditions likely to influence
groundwater flow and salinity patterns in the long term. The inundation levels were applied as driving heads
across the whole of Big Marsh and Little Marsh. Driving heads were not only applied to the inundated areas
(the location of which would depend on detailed topography) but also to adjacent areas in which groundwater
levels would likely rise in response to the inundation. In other words, the driving heads were taken to represent
surface water or shallow groundwater. In either case the effect was to set up a vertical hydraulic gradient.
MODFLOW River cell conductance (see Section 2.2.2 and Appendix A) was used to represent the influence
of superficial deposits (cohesive and non-cohesive alluvium) on the degree of hydraulic connectivity between
the Otter Sandstone aquifer and the surface. The sensitivity of model results to conductance was investigated
through the running of conservative, and more realistic, scenarios.

Regular 50 m
model grid
shown in
background

LORP area

Stream cells
shown in dark
blue

Contains Ordnance Survey
data. © Crown copyright and
database right 2020.

1 km
Illustration 2.1 MODFLOW Stream cells representing the lower Otter Valley in the original OGM
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Remaining
Stream cells
in dark blue

New River cells
shown in green

Contains Ordnance Survey
data. © Crown copyright and
database right 2020.

1 km
Illustration 2.2 Stream cells replaced by river cells
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Zone 1: Little Marsh
Budleigh Brook
Zone 2

LORP area
Zone 3
South Farm Road
Tip
Zone 4

Contains Ordnance Survey
data. © Crown copyright and
database right 2020.

1 km

Illustration 2.3 Zonal scheme used for River cell parameterisation (outside the LORP area, new river
cells inherited their parameterisation from the original stream cells)
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The table below summarises the model runs undertaken (excluding those for the tidal barrier option – see
Appendix E). The “conservative” and “realistic” scenarios have the same tidal inundation levels but different
hydraulic conductivity values for cohesive alluvium (effectively, different permeability values for the low
permeability deposits that provide a degree of protection for the underlying sandstone aquifer). The hydraulic
conductivity is a component of the MODFLOW River conductance. Section 2.2 provides more detailed
information on the inundation levels and conductance values used.
Table 2.1 Summary of model runs

Model run

Run ID

Hydraulic
conductivity (K)
of cohesive
alluvium (m/d)

Inundation levels

Baseline (OGM FL)

otrmf301r

Unchanged

Unchanged

Option 3+ worst
case

otrmf3Pwc

Spring peak (ABPmer) applied for all time – “practical
worst case”

High (0.1)

Option 3+
conservative

otrmf3Pco

50th percentile (ABPmer)

Option 3+ realistic

otrmf3Pre

50th percentile (ABPmer)

High (0.1)
Low (0.01)

Notes: FL = Fully Licensed

2.2

River cell parameterisation

2.2.1 Inundation level (MODFLOW river stage)
Table 2.2 summarises the inundation levels (applied as MODFLOW river stage) assumed for each model run.
2.54 mAOD is the peak tidal inundation level simulated by ABPmer (2018a, 2018b) (Illustration 2.5); in reality
the peak would be short-lived, so applying it as a constant driving head is very much a worst case.
For Option 3+, the 50th level percentiles were derived from hourly water level outputs of the ABPmer model for
a typical spring-neap cycle. First, the water levels were averaged spatially for each hourly timestep for each
of three areas: Little Marsh (Zone 1), Big Marsh North (Zones 2 and 3) and Big Marsh South (Zone 4, excluding
the tip). At each time step, only wetted cells were averaged, so the averages represented simulated inundation
levels and excluded null data. The 50th level percentile was then calculated from the average time series.
It is important to note that the 50th level percentile is different for each of the three areas; this is because of
differences in topography/bathymetry, as explained in Illustration 2.4. Clearly, at any one time, the tidal
inundation level is more-or-less constant across all the inundated areas; however, the 50th percentile is the
level exceeded 50% of the time, and this varies between the areas (each of which has its own spatial pattern
of inundation and exposure during the spring-neap tidal cycle).
It was assumed that the 50th level percentiles could also be applied to adjacent non-inundated (“dry”) areas on
the assumption that they would represent (approximately) shallow groundwater levels that had risen in
response to the inundation (Illustration 2.4).
Illustration 2.5 shows the spatially-averaged levels and level percentiles calculated from the ABPmer data.
The differences between the three areas reflect topographic/bathymetric differences, as noted above.
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Table 2.2 Inundation levels (mAOD) applied to LORP area for each model run

Model run

Option

Variant

otrmf301r

Baseline
(OGM FL)

No change

otrmf3Pwc

Option 3+

otrmf3Pre
otrmf3Pco

Zone 4

Zone 3

Zone 2

(Big Marsh
South & tip)

(Big Marsh
North)

(Big Marsh
North)

Zone 1
(Little Marsh)

No change

No change

No change

No change

Worst case*

2.54

2.54

2.54

2.54

Option 3+

Realistic**

0.69

1.05

1.05

1.75

Option 3+

Conservative**

0.69

1.05

1.05

1.75

Notes:
*Peak tidal inundation level from ABPmer modelling (ABPmer, 2018a, 2018b).
**Inundation levels are 50th level percentiles (level exceeded 50% of the time) based on ABPmer modelling (ABPmer,
2018a, 2018b). The “realistic” and “conservative” variants are distinguished by river conductance rather than stage.

(i) Averaging of inundation levels

(ii) Horizontal projection of 50th level
percentile into adjacent non-inundated
(“dry”) areas

Illustration 2.4 Schematic cross-sections to explain (i) averaging of inundation levels and (ii)
horizontal projection of inundation levels into “dry” areas
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Illustration 2.5 Spatially-averaged water level time series for Little Marsh, Big Marsh North and Big Marsh South (based on ABPmer modelling)
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It should be noted that the density difference between saline water and fresh water was not accounted for
explicitly – for example, through calculation of equivalent freshwater hydraulic heads, or the use of a modelling
code allowing simulation of variable-density flow (such as SEAWAT). Stantec/ESI (2018b) considered the
likely significance of density effects and concluded that such effects were unlikely to have a large effect on
calculated flows, especially given uncertainty in other parameter values, particularly the vertical hydraulic
conductivity of the ground (part of the river conductance in the current study). In any case it is likely that the
range of conditions explored during sensitivity analysis – including the maintenance of peak tidal inundation
levels as a worst case – will have included any flow differences that could have been calculated based on
density differences.

2.2.2 Permeability of superficial deposits (MODFLOW river conductance)
The flux of saline/brackish water between the tidally inundated LORP area and the underlying Otter sandstone
aquifer will depend on the vertical hydraulic gradient between the inundation level and the piezometric head in
the Otter Sandstone aquifer, and also on the hydraulic conductivity of the superficial deposits overlying the
sandstone. This relationship can be expressed in mathematical terms using the concept of river conductance
(see Appendix A for details).
As shown in Illustration 2.6, the Otter Sandstone is overlain by superficial deposits comprising non-cohesive
alluvium (higher permeability sand/gravel) and cohesive alluvium (lower permeability silt and clay). In general,
there is a layer of cohesive alluvium overlying non-cohesive alluvium; however, these layers vary in thickness,
and the cohesive alluvium is locally absent.

ZONE 4
|

ZONE 3

ZONE 2

ZONE 1

Illustration 2.6 Vertical cross-section (approximately S – N) (modified after Stantec/ESI, 2018a)
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The four river parameterisation zones were selected to coincide approximately with north – south changes
seen in the thickness of cohesive alluvium (Illustration 2.6). Zone 4 has thick cohesive alluvium, Zone 3 has
cohesive alluvium thinning northwards, Zone 2 has little or no cohesive alluvium, and Zone 1 has thin cohesive
alluvium. Conductance was calculated using the equations derived in Appendix A. The geological inputs to
these calculations are summarised in the table below. Layer thicknesses were taken as the average
thicknesses for the boreholes and/or trial pits in the zone (see bottom of Illustration 2.6 for borehole/pit names).
Values of hydraulic conductivity were taken from Stantec/ESI (2018a, 2018b). Note that the hydraulic
conductivity of non-cohesive alluvium was not changed. In River cells containing the new course of the
Budleigh Brook, conductance was calculated assuming that the cohesive alluvium was absent, having
potentially been removed by channel cutting/incision (see Appendix A for details).
Table 2.3 Superficial deposit parameters used to derive river conductance values

Parameter

Zone 4

Zone 3

Zone 2

(Big Marsh
South & tip)

(Big Marsh
North)

(Big Marsh
North)

Zone 1
(Little Marsh)

Thickness of cohesive alluvium (m)

5.10

3.10

0

1.10

Thickness of non-cohesive alluvium (m)

2.94

3.00

5.29

4.30

Cohesive alluvium, realistic hydraulic
conductivity, K (m/d)

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Cohesive alluvium, conservative hydraulic
conductivity, K (m/d)

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

Non-cohesive alluvium, realistic K (m/d)

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Non-cohesive alluvium, conservative K (m/d)

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Notes: see Appendix A for an explanation of how these parameters were used to calculate conductance. Layer thicknesses
from ground investigation undertaken by CH2M (now Jacobs): CH2M (2017, 2018).

2.3

Post-processing

2.3.1 Derivation of “volume from” contributions using FlowSource
FlowSource post-processing was run on the water budget outputs of each of the MODFLOW runs. Two time
periods were analysed: the whole model period (Stress Period 1 to Stress Period 672, representing the climate
sequence Jan 1962 – Dec 2017) and a dry period (Stress Period 370, equivalent climatically to October 1992).
In each case, two FlowSource runs were required: one for each of the Otterton boreholes (Otterton BH 1A and
Otterton BH4).
Each FlowSource run produced an .asc grid file containing the volumetric flux of water (m3/d) originating from
each model cell and contributing to the borehole. In theory, the set of all cells with a nonzero flux defines the
capture zone for the borehole. In practice, numerical dispersion means that some cells beyond the true limits
of the capture zone may end up with small nonzero values. One check on the numerical accuracy of
FlowSource results is to sum the “volume from” contributions and see if they are equal to the abstraction rate
(which they should be, assuming the abstraction could be satisfied by the MODFLOW model) – this check was
carried out and is reported in Appendix C.
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Maps of the FlowSource outputs for the baseline and Option 3+ scenario runs are provided in Appendix B (see
Appendix E for outputs of the tidal exclusion barrier scenario). These maps show the combined “volume from”
results for both model layers (Otter Sandstone and Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds) and both boreholes.
When looking at the maps it is important to bear in mind that the colour scale is for the flux per cell. A large
area (made up of multiple cells) with a lower flux per cell could potentially make a greater contribution to the
boreholes than a smaller area (fewer cells) with a higher flux per cell. The maps show that most of the water
arriving at the boreholes (strictly, at the Well cells representing the boreholes in the model) comes from outside
the LORP area: over 99%, except for BH1A in the worst case, where it is 98%. Within the LORP area itself,
only the northern and eastern parts of Little Marsh provide fluxes exceeding 0.01 m3/d over a significant
number of model cells (there is also a very small area at the eastern edge of Big Marsh).
Illustration 2.7 and Illustration 2.8 show the separate FlowSource results for each Otterton borehole under the
baseline and Option 3+ worst case scenarios. Under the baseline scenario (OGM FL model with stream cells
replaced by river cells) the LORP area makes little contribution to the Otterton boreholes. Under the worst
case Option 3+ scenario this contribution is seen to increase, particularly in the Little Marsh area. This reflects
the fact that the tidal inundation associated with Option 3+ sets up a driving head within the LORP area,
increasing groundwater recharge.
Otterton BH4 derives a significant proportion of its water from the River Otter: under the baseline scenario the
percentage drawn from the nearby river channel is about 49%. It is of interest to note that the capture zone
for BH1A defined under the baseline scenario by the > 0.01 m3/d “volume from” contribution area extends
beyond the existing combined SPZ3 outline for the Otterton boreholes (Illustration 2.7). In other words, the
FlowSource results suggest that the outer protection zone may need updating. However, it should be noted
that SPZ delineation typically takes into account evidence from a number of sources, FlowSource modelling
being just one. Given that the FlowSource is suggesting contributions from the coast, it would be interesting
to compare the simulated flow field with salinity data from SWW’s monitoring boreholes. However, an
assessment (and potential re-defining) of SPZs associated with the Otterton boreholes is beyond the scope of
this report.
The FlowSource “volume from” plots show some white “gaps” in the capture zones, where model cells provide
< 0.01 m3/d to the boreholes. The white halo surrounding BH4 on the BH1A plot reflects the fact that all
recharge to groundwater close to BH4 is captured by that borehole and so does not reach BH1A. The other
white gaps may represent areas where there is no (or very limited) recharge; there may also be numerical
dispersion effects whereby some cells outside the true capture zone are assigned a nonzero “volume from”.
It should be borne in mind when viewing the plots that the “volume from” values represent sums for the two
model layers (i.e. in each cell the “volume from” for Layer 1 has been added to that for Layer 2).
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Illustration 2.8 FlowSource “volume from” maps for Otterton BH1A (left) and Otterton BH4 (right) in the Option 3+ worst case run (otrmf3Pwc)
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The tables in Appendix C compare the summed “volume from” contributions from FlowSource with the
abstraction rates in the MODFLOW model, and also show the fractional contributions of each of the LORP
zones. There is a good match between the “volume from” totals and the abstraction rates.
The fractional contribution data show that Little Marsh is the part of the LORP area making the greatest
contribution to the Otterton boreholes: up to 2% for the Option 3+ worst case over the whole model period,
and up to 4% for the same scenario during the dry period. It should be noted that the dry period represents
the flow patterns during one single month of the groundwater flow simulation and is therefore highly
conservative and unlikely to be representative of long-term behaviour. The realistic scenario shows the Little
Marsh area contributing about 0.2% to the Otterton boreholes.

2.3.2 Estimation of salinity at Otterton boreholes
The approach to estimating salinity at each of the boreholes was to assign a salinity to each of the LORP
zones and then to use the FlowSource “volume from” results (for each borehole – not the summed results
depicted in Appendix B) to calculate a weighted average salinity. This involved the manipulation of arrays
(matrices) with elements corresponding to cells in the MODFLOW model grid:
1. Derivation of a salinity array, s, by assigning specified salinity values to the LORP zones.
2. Calculation of a weighting array, f, from the “volume from” results: for each cell, the weighting was
calculated as the “volume from” value for that cell divided by the summed “volume from” for the entire
model area (null or “no data” values being treated as zero). The elements of f sum to 1.
3. Calculation of the weighted mean salinity,
𝑠

𝑓, 𝑠 ,
,

where I = row number, j = column number and the products of corresponding array elements are
summed to give the result. The row and column numbers coincide with those in MODFLOW.
As it was necessary to examine multiple salinity patterns for each of the model scenario runs (each of which
had two FlowSource runs, one for each borehole), the above process was automated using a Fortran program.
This program was designed to facilitate batch runs for different grid dimensions, zonal patterns, salinities and
“volume from” contributions. For Option 3+, 12 runs of the program were undertaken (3 scenarios x 2
boreholes x 2 periods); it was assumed that the inundating water was 100% seawater (salinity 35 psu).
Background salinity (applied to areas outside the defined zones) was based on groundwater monitoring data
collected by Jacobs from the lower Otter Valley area; the value used was 0.32 psu, corresponding to a
conductivity of 658 μS/cm at 25 °C6. It is assumed that this salinity is fairly representative of the groundwater
entering the Otterton boreholes at the present time.

2.4

Results

The results of the salinity calculations are tabulated in Appendix D. In summary, the results show:


6

Higher salinities tend to occur in the dry period than in the period representing an average of the whole
model climate sequence. However, it should be emphasised that the dry period represents
groundwater flow patterns during a single month of the flow simulation. The salinity calculations for

https://www.hamzasreef.com/Contents/Calculators/SalinityConversion.php
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this dry period effectively assume that it extends indefinitely in time; they are therefore likely to be very
conservative.


Otterton BH1A has higher salinities (0.4 to 1.1 psu for whole model; 0.4 to 1.7 psu for dry period) than
Otterton BH4 (0.3 to 0.5 psu for whole model; 0.3 to 0.6 psu for dry period). These values are to be
compared with the assumed background salinity of about 0.3 psu and also the Drinking Water
Standard (DWS) for conductivity, which is 2500 µ/cm, equivalent to a salinity of 1.29 psu at 25°C
(Appendix D).



Although the worst case scenario results in a salinity at BH1A of up to 1.7 psu, which is above the
DWS, the realistic scenario suggests a salinity of 0.4 psu, just 0.1 psu above the background and well
below the DWS.



At BH4, only the worst case scenario raises the calculated salinity by more than 0.1 psu above the
background (salinity increases from the baseline value of 0.3 psu to 0.5 or 0.6 psu).

In the above descriptions, calculated salinity values have been rounded to the nearest 0.1 psu.
Overall, the realistic scenario gives almost no change in salinity at the boreholes, the conservative scenario
gives a modest increase in salinity at BH1A with little or no increase at BH4, and the worst case scenario gives
a more significant increase (this being greatest at BH1A). Only the worst case scenario is predicted to raise
the salinity above the DWS, and this is only in BH1A under the flow conditions existing in a dry period. When
the whole model period is considered (this probably gives a more representative impression of long-term
effects), the worst case scenario raises the salinity in BH1A to a level that is approximately equal to the DWS.
It should be noted that the DWS is not the sole criterion by which the effects of salinity on the drinking water
supply will be judged by SWW. Another consideration will be whether the salinity is high enough to damage
the supply infrastructure (e.g. by corrosion) and whether treatment is required to prevent such damage.
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3 Discussion
The modelling results suggest the following:


Little Marsh is the only part of the LORP area making a significant contribution of water to the Otterton
boreholes.



BH1A is more susceptible to salinisation than BH4.



Option 3+ could give rise to a salinity change at the boreholes, but this is only significant in the worst
case scenario. In this scenario, the salinity in BH1A is predicted to almost reach the DWS (based on
the whole model period) or slightly exceed it (based on a dry period).

The worst case scenario involves fixing the inundation at the peak level (normal spring tide) and also assumes
that the inundating water is 100% seawater, even in Little Marsh. In reality, the peak tidal inundation level will
be maintained for only a small proportion of the time, and the invading water is likely to be brackish, especially
in the northern part of the LORP area (Little Marsh), where fresh water is provided by the Budleigh Brook.
Furthermore, much of Little Marsh is above the inundation level for most (or all) of the spring-neap tidal cycle
(see Illustration below). For these reasons, the worst case is taken to be highly conservative, especially when
combined with the inherent conservatism of the “dry” scenario (which assumes the flow regime existing in a
dry period is maintained for all time). The worst case (especially in the dry period) combines multiple
conservative assumptions and therefore represents an extreme bounding case.

Hours

1 km

Contains Ordnance Survey data. © Crown
copyright and database right 2020.

Illustration 3.1 ABPmer model nodes: hours of inundation during spring-neap tidal cycle (Option 3+)
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Although the modelling suggests that the LORP is unlikely to result in a significant increase in salinity at the
Otterton boreholes (the realistic scenario suggested a change from 0.3 psu to 0.4 psu in BH1A and no change
in BH4), the results are subject to a degree of uncertainty. The OGM is necessarily a highly simplified
representation of the local hydrogeology, representing bulk groundwater flow through an equivalent
homogeneous porous medium. In reality, groundwater flow and solute transport may take place preferentially
along fractures, bedding planes and higher-permeability layers. If such pathways connect the LORP area to
the boreholes, then effects on salinity may be greater. This residual uncertainty is considered in the
recommendations given in this report (Chapter 4).
The FlowSource analysis suggests that only one part of the LORP area is significant in terms of contributing
water to the Otterton boreholes, and that is Little Marsh. If the salinity in this area could be maintained at a
low level (fresh or slightly brackish) then effects on the salinity at the Otterton boreholes would likely be
minimised.
It is useful to compare the results of the FlowSource analysis with the 1D modelling results of Phase 1B
(Illustration 3.2). The 1D modelling results shown take the form of simulated vertical mixing profiles in which
fractional mixing of sea water and groundwater is plotted against depth. These profiles are for 50 years after
construction of the LORP. On the profiles, pure seawater has a “concentration” of 1 and pure groundwater
has a “concentration” of 0; intermediate “concentrations” represent mixing of these two end-members. The
vertical black line on the right-hand edge of the plot represents 100% mixing to all depths (complete penetration
of saline water), whereas the coloured sloping lines represent variable mixing with depth (partial penetration
of saline water). Locations AR, 1 and 4 show 100% mixing. Of these, locations 1 and 4 lie within the LORP
area and (according to the FlowSource analysis) contribute more than 0.01 m3/d (per 50 m x 50 m model grid
cell) to the Otterton boreholes.
Taken together, the modelling results suggest that salinity in the Little Marsh area (particularly in the northern
and eastern parts of Little Marsh) is key to determining the impact of the LORP on salinity at the Otterton
boreholes. Little Marsh makes the most significant volumetric contribution to the abstractions (based on the
Phase 1C modelling results) and also has the potential for significant vertical mixing of sea water and
groundwater (based on the Phase 1B modelling results). Intuitively, the importance of Little Marsh makes
sense, given its proximity to the Otterton sources.
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4 Recommendations
The following next steps are recommended:

7



Confirm with SWW the current levels of salinity in the Otterton boreholes.7 If the values are
significantly different from the value of 0.32 psu assumed in this study, the calculations can easily be
re-run (this will be quick using the Fortran program).



Consider additional site investigation to further constrain the lateral extent, and thickness, of cohesive
alluvium in Zone 1 (Little Marsh). This would reduce uncertainty in the most sensitive area.



Consider potential locations for future monitoring associated with the LORP scheme. If Option 3+ is
to be taken forward, a Monitoring Plan will be required, with particular focus on salinity and vertical
hydraulic gradient in Zone 1. Outline monitoring proposals will be reported separately.



Consider potential mitigation measures. Although the modelling suggests that a significant effect on
salinity at the boreholes is unlikely, it is possible that preferential flow pathways not represented in the
models could lead to higher salinities than those simulated. The need for mitigation will need to be
assessed on the assumption that conservative scenarios apply and/or that there are preferential flow
pathways that the modelling does not allow for (although such pathways could potentially be
represented in a model if their locations and properties were known, in practice we never have
complete information on the subsurface and so there is always uncertainty).

A request for these data was sent to SWW on 30/4/2020. No response had been received before issue of this report.
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Appendix A
OGM river cell parameterisation: technical details
In the MODFLOW river package,
𝑄𝑅𝐼𝑉
𝑄𝑅𝐼𝑉

𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉 𝐻𝑅𝐼𝑉
𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉 𝐻𝑅𝐼𝑉

ℎ ,

ℎ

𝑅𝐵𝑂𝑇 ,

𝑅𝐵𝑂𝑇
ℎ

𝑅𝐵𝑂𝑇

where QRIV = flux between river and groundwater, CRIV = bed conductance, HRIV = river stage, h =
groundwater head in cell and RBOT = river bed bottom elevation. The second equation is for “perched”
conditions in which the rate of leakage from a river into the ground is independent of the groundwater head.
For this study, RBOT was taken to be 10 m below the inundation level, HRIV; this large difference was chosen
so as to make any use of the second equation by MODFLOW unlikely. It was assumed that repeated tidal
inundation, and the closeness of the valley floor to sea level, would mean that there was no perching. “Forcing”
the choice of equation also reduced the possibility of inconsistent application of equations between different
model scenario runs.
Regardless of which of the above equations applies, conductance can be expressed using Darcy's Law as
follows:
𝑄𝑅𝐼𝑉

𝐾𝐿𝑊
∆ℎ
𝑀

𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉∆ℎ

where
𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉

𝐾𝐿𝑊
𝑀

𝐾𝐴
𝑀

and K = vertical hydraulic conductivity of river bed material, M = thickness of bed material, L = channel length,
W = channel width, A = channel area (LW) and h = head difference between river and groundwater (or
between river stage and bed bottom).
In the Lower Otter Valley there are two layers of superficial material overlying the Otter Sandstone aquifer: an
upper layer of cohesive alluvium (locally thin or absent) and a lower layer of non-cohesive alluvium. An
effective vertical K value, Kz, is calculated using the equation (see Freeze and Cherry, 1979):
𝐾

𝑑
∑

𝑑
𝐾

where d = total (combined) thickness of superficial deposits, di = thickness of layer i and Ki = K of layer i. This
equation is for multilayers in which the individual layers are isotropic and gives an effective Kz value for an
equivalent single anisotropic layer. However, for this project we already know the Kz values we want to use
for each layer, so these are substituted instead. The overall Kz is dominated by the influence of the lowest Ki.
This means that the alternative approach of just using the Kz of the cohesive alluvium would give similar values
(same order of magnitude).
Where a river cell contains the new course of the Budleigh Brook, it is assumed that the Brook cuts right
through any cohesive alluvium. The conductance assigned to the cell is then calculated as follows:
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𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉

𝐾
𝑀

𝐴

𝐾
𝐴
𝑀

𝐴

where KNC = vertical hydraulic conductivity of non-cohesive alluvium alone, MNC = thickness of non-cohesive
alluvium alone, Kz = effective vertical hydraulic conductivity for both alluvial layers taken together, M =
combined thickness of alluvial layers, ACH = area of channel (length x width) and A = total area of cell (50 m x
50 m). Channel widths have been taken from the design; the channel length crossing each cell has been
measured in GIS.
The above equation is derived as follows.
For the channel areas, CRIV can be expressed as:
𝐾
𝑀

𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙

𝐴

And, for the non-channel areas, CRIV can be expressed as:
𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙

𝐾
𝐴
𝑀

𝐴

The total flux for the cell is the sum of the fluxes through the channel and non-channel areas:
𝑄𝑅𝐼𝑉

𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙. ∆ℎ

𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙. ∆ℎ

𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙

𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 ∆ℎ

Note that the head difference, h, is the same for both areas (there is a single inundation level across the cell).
The effective conductance for the combined area (whole cell) is therefore the sum of the conductances for the
individual areas (channel and non-channel).
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Appendix B
FlowSource “volume from” maps
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Appendix C
Tabulated FlowSource results

Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final

Summary of FlowSource “volume from” (volfrom) results: whole model period (Stress Periods 1 to 672) [Zone 0 is the “rest” of the model area, outside the LORP]

Summary of FlowSource “volume from” (volfrom) results: dry period (Stress Period 370) (Zone 0 is the “rest” of the model area, outside the LORP)

Note: “volume from” represents the volume of water abstracted (from the borehole) that originates as recharge within a given model cell. It is expressed as a
volumetric flow rate. Data for layers 1 and 2 of the model are combined. The tables show “volume from” sums for all the cells within each zone, and also show
each sum as a fraction of the total abstracted volume. The colours are to help distinguish patterns in the numbers: red > orange > yellow > green. (i.e. high to
low). Note that this colour scheme is applied separately to the “volume from” and “fraction from” data.

Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final

Appendix D
Calculated salinity values

Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final

Worst case: 1.13 psu = 2.21 mS/cm at 25°C

Worst case: 1.67 psu = 3.20 mS/cm at 25°C

Note that the Drinking Water Standard is 2500 µS/cm (2.5 mS/cm or 1.29 psu).

The colours are to help distinguish patterns in the numbers: red > orange > yellow > green (high to low)

Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final

Appendix E
Tidal exclusion barrier
Background
The option of constructing a tidal exclusion barrier at Big Bank, to exclude saline water from Little Marsh (see
map below), was investigated and modelled as part of Phase 1C. However, the EA Project Board has recently
advised that it does not support this option. The reasons for this decision are being documented separately
by the EA but are listed briefly below for reference.
A tidal exclusion barrier at Big Bank would:


not be supported by the landowner, and does not meet their objectives for the area;



not guarantee that there would be no saline intrusion to the groundwater body/ drinking water
abstraction;



have to allow fish passage, which would allow a small amount of saline water into Little Marsh;



create a reservoir, the dam for which would need to comply with the Reservoirs Act and the Flood &
Water Management Act;



create a structure that would likely be in place for longer than the Otterton drinking water abstraction
boreholes;



need to be managed, inspected and maintained as a reservoir dam during its lifetime;



cost in the region of £3m, an increase of approximately one third of the LORP project cost.

The results of the modelling of a tidal exclusion barrier at Big Bank are included here for completeness.

Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final

Figure E.1

Map showing design for tidal exclusion barrier and associated habitats (map supplied
by Jacobs)

Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final

Jacobs’ surface water modelling
Simulated stream flows were extracted from the existing OGM in order to inform a surface water modelling
exercise (using Flood Modeller / ISIS) undertaken by Jacobs. The surface water modelling considered inflows
(mainly from the Budleigh Brook) and tidal locking relating to the flap valve. The aim was to derive realistic
estimates of water level for the Little Marsh area under the tidal exclusion barrier option. Jacobs provided the
water level estimates to Stantec for use in the OGM scenario runs.
Stream flow time series were extracted from the Recent Actual runs of the OGM (runs 300 and 302, the former
having stream support off, and the latter having it on), specifically from MODFLOW stream cells representative
of the flow into Little Marsh from Budleigh Brook and Bickley Stream, and also the flow into Big Marsh from
the Kersbrook. As part of this exercise, a check was made of the OGM’s stream flow routing network in the
part of the model representing the lower Otter Valley. This area was not the focus of the original OGM
modelling project (AMEC, 2013; Wood, 2019) and the routing is not wholly representative of the local drainage
network. Flow was therefore extracted for broad cross-sections (covering several stream cells) rather than for
specific points on the mapped watercourses. This was to minimise the effect of routing errors by “capturing”
all the flow that should have reached the relevant watercourses. The routing pattern and cross-sections are
shown in the image below.

Figure E.2

Visualisation of OGM routing pattern in lower Otter Valley (MODFLOW stream file)

A detailed account of the Jacobs modelling is beyond the scope of this report. However, two key plots are
shown below for reference. The first shows simulated water levels in Little Marsh and Big Marsh under the
condition of a 0.1 cumec freshwater inflow to Little Marsh (with tidal locking). The level duration curve provided
by Jacobs had levels lower than the minimum for inundation to occur; these levels were excluded from
calculation of the 5th and 50th level percentiles.

Report Reference: 66676 TN04
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Figure E.3
Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final

Results of Jacobs’ surface water modelling

OGM setup for tidal exclusion barrier option
The reader is referred to Chapter 2 of the main report for an account of the general approach to the modelling.
This appendix focuses on those details that are specific to the model runs carried out to investigate the tidal
exclusion barrier option.
As for Option 3+, three scenarios were modelled: worst case, conservative and realistic. River conductance
was the same as for Option 3+. River stage (representing the inundation level in the LORP area) was also the
same, except in the Little Marsh area itself (see below).
Inundation levels in Little Marsh (Zone 1)
The inundation levels used were the 5th percentile (level exceeded 5% of the time: a realistic worst case) and
50th percentile, both derived from the outputs of Jacobs’ modelling exercise. These percentiles were
calculated from Jacobs’ modelling results (see above) and are listed in the “Zone 1” column in the table below.
Table E.1

Model run

Inundation levels

Option

Variant

Zone 4

Zone 3

Zone 2

(Big Marsh
South & tip)

(Big Marsh
North)

(Big Marsh
North)

Zone 1
(Little Marsh)

otrmfLMwc

Tidal
exclusion
barrier

Worst case**

2.54

2.54

2.54

1.46

otrmfLMre

Tidal
exclusion
barrier

Realistic+

0.69

1.05

1.05

1.21

otrmfLMco

Tidal
exclusion
barrier

Conservative+

0.69

1.05

1.05

1.21

Notes:
**For Big Marsh, peak tidal inundation level from ABPmer modelling (ABPmer, 2018a, 2018b); for Little Marsh, 5th
percentile level based on Jacobs’ modelling (level exceeded only 5% of the time).
+Inundation levels are 50th level percentiles (level exceeded 50% of the time) based on ABPmer modelling (ABPmer,
2018a, 2018b). The “realistic” and “conservative” variants are distinguished by river conductance rather than stage.

Salinity zoning
The tidal exclusion barrier option was to involve a fish pass, and there was uncertainty regarding the likely
input of saline water associated with this. For this reason, sensitivity analysis was undertaken, with a number
of salinity values being used. These are shown in the table below, where they are given in practical salinity
units (psu) (equivalent to parts per thousand).
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Table E.2

Salinity zoning
Zone 4

Zone 3

Zone 2

Zone 1

(Big Marsh South & tip)

(Big Marsh North)

(Big Marsh North)

(Little Marsh)

All 100% seawater

35

35

35

35

Little Marsh 75%
seawater

35

35

35

26.25

Little Marsh 50%
seawater

35

35

35

17.5

Little Marsh 25%
seawater

35

35

35

8.75

Variation

In total, 48 runs were undertaken, as follows:
3 scenarios x 2 boreholes x 2 periods (water in Little Marsh 100% seawater) = 12 runs
3 scenarios x 2 boreholes x 2 periods (water in Little Marsh 75% seawater) = 12 runs
3 scenarios x 2 boreholes x 2 periods (water in Little Marsh 50% seawater) = 12 runs
3 scenarios x 2 boreholes x 2 periods (water in Little Marsh 25% seawater) = 12 runs

In this list the three scenarios are worst case, conservative and realistic; the two periods are the whole model
period and the dry period (see main text for details).
Results
FlowSource “volume from” maps for the tidal exclusion barrier option (also referred to as the “Little Marsh
Option”) are provided at the end of this appendix.
The zonal “volume from” and borehole salinity results are tabulated below, alongside the results for the Option
3+ scenario. Results for the tidal exclusion barrier option are labelled “Little M” (for “Little Marsh option”).
Overall, the tidal exclusion barrier option is predicted to have little, or no, effect on salinity at the Otterton
boreholes.

Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final

FlowSource “volume from”

See Appendix C for additional information (including an explanation of the colours).

Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final

Salinity at the Otterton boreholes

Note that the Drinking Water Standard is 2500 µS/cm (2.5 mS/cm or 1.29 psu).
See Appendix D for an explanation of the colours.
Conductivity in mS/cm calculated using webpage https://www.hamzasreef.com/Contents/Calculators/SalinityConversion.php
Report Reference: 66676 TN04
Report Status: Final
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